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SAMIN: Taking into account migrants
needs in terms of VET

SAMIN Outputs

SAMIN Objectives

Outputs adressed to organisations and practitioners working with migrants

CONTEXT
Migrants in all of the countries of the

This Transfer of Innovation’s objective is

SAMIN project face substancial disad-

to empower trainers, teachers and edu-



vantages when it comes to vocational

cators working on Vocational Education

education and training and access to

and Training of vulnerable migrants. The

the job market.

empowerement of these actors, and im-

A comparative research presenting 18 national
projects that had a positive impact on promoting
the access of migrants to VET.

proving partnership work strenghtens



Gap Analysis

Methodological Handbook

SAMIN informs about vocational, educa-

It presents grassroots practices and recommendations for VET practitioners and other relevant
stakeholders .

In 2013, SAMIN was elaborated as a

tion and training (VET) grassroots prac-



« transfer of innovation » project within the

tices in several European countries. A

Lifelong Learning Programme of the Euro-

long term objective is to favour the ex-

It provides tools to train organisations working
with migrants in order to meet their needs

pean Union. It transfers the FIBA project

changes between the labour market and



developed by ESTA Bildungswerk: a Ger-

training organisations and to favour the

man innovative combination

professional and social inclusion of vul-

migrants support.

TRANSFER

providing

support about carreer choices and vocational training for young Turkish.

nerable migrants.

Capacity Building booklet

Learning website

It contains the results of the project; a strategy
for advocating on relevant stakeholders and disseminate the results obtained, discussions forums with pratical support.

